Specific bradycardic agents--a novel pharmacological class?
Data have been reviewed and presented which suggest that substances from two different chemical groups, congeners of alinidine and falipamil, respectively, can be described as representatives of a novel and distinct pharmacological class: specific bradycardic agents (SBAs). They are characterized by a slowing of the sinus rate within physiological limits as the prominent cardiovascular effect. Involvement of alpha-adrenoceptors, beta-adrenoceptors and cholinergic receptors as mediators of the bradycardic effects have been excluded. Experiments in isolated atrial preparations suggested that drugs of the same type as alinidine or as falipamil have a similar mode of rate lowering action which is different from that of Ca-channel blockers: low external Ca2+ increased and low Na+ as well as high K+ decreased the bradycardic effect of SBA; verapamil behaved in the opposite way. Combination of different SBAs did not result in excessive additive rate-lowering effects; in contrast, addition of verapamil to maximally acting concentrations of SBAs resulted in a further significant reduction in rate. SBAs were much more potent in reducing spontaneous sinus rate than in reducing BaCl2 induced automaticity, whereas Ca-channel blockers behaved in the opposite way. Differences in the cardiovascular profile against other drugs with rate lowering effects have been pointed out: beta-adrenoceptor blocking agents more markedly decrease contractility and Ca-channel blocking agents more markedly decrease contractility, slow down AV conduction and have vasorelaxing properties.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)